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It was a throwaway remark on a programme about the 
alphabet, in Melvyn Bragg’s Radio 4 series In OUT Time, 
which was the starting point for this chapter. One of the 
contributors was Allan Millard, the Emeritus Professor 
of Hebrew and Semitic Languages at the University of 
Liverpool, and he was describing how, in his view, language 
was first analysed when a Canaanite scribe, round about 
1800 BC, working in the city of Biblos, discovered that 
neither the hieroglyphic signs of the Egyptians nor the 
cuneiform strokes of the Babylonians could represent his 
Canaanite language. He took from the Egyptian hieroglyphic 
the picture which represented a door, for example, and, in 
his language, used it to stand not for the door itself but for 
the sound ‘d’ of the beginning of the word ‘door’. Since the 
word which represented what the picture was never began 
with a vowel, he constructed an alphabet which did not 
require vowels. His words consisted purely of consonants 
and the reader was left to supply the appropriate vowels 
according to the context. An alphabet with vowels began 
to emerge when Canaanite traders visited Greece and 
introduced their Greek customers to their alphabet. Some 
Greek words did begin with vowels, so, in the construction 
of their alphabet, Greeks adopted the Canaanite letters 
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which represented sounds Greek did not use for the vowels 
they needed. For example the sound of the Canaanite aleph 
was unnecessary so it was adapted to give the Greek alpha. 
As Professor Millard was describing his scribe in Biblos 
constructing an alphabet without vowels, he said, ‘Exactly 
what has happened with text-messaging today’. 

I will return to what might link the Semitic languages’ 
lack of vowels and the conventions of today’s text 
messaging later on. However, it is worth noting that I 
learned what I did about the Canaanite alphabet from 
a programme of serious, well-informed, educative 
discussion, which is an exception to much of today’s 
radio. Even the ‘flagship’ programme Today on Radio 
4 involves the presenters soliciting and then reading out 
emails or text-messages. 

Thirty-five years ago, when I was first invited to take 
part in a television programme, I sat in the BBC canteen 
with the legendary Dr Ronald Falconer, then Head of 
Religious Broadcasting for BBC Scotland, who explained 
to those of us who were sitting round the table that the BBC 
had just discovered the cheapest form of broadcasting. It 
was later to be called the ‘phone-in’. These first, hesitant, 
crackly broadcast phone calls have now become the 
staple diet of most radio programming. For example, the 
morning schedule on BBC Radio Scotland today involves 
programmes which invite and encourage either e-mails or 
text messages from listeners for six hours out of the first 
seven and a half hours. 

The phone-in programmes which Ronald Falconer 
described were introduced because they provided cheap 
broadcasting. Now audience involvement through emails 
and texts has become essential to radio broadcasting, and 
to a lesser extent television broadcasting, because news is 
offered in an interactive format: essential in the sense that 
programme makers have discovered from research that 
what appeals to listeners is not just the news, but what the 
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person with a mobile phone and able to call or text thinks 
about the news. 

Is this the democratisation of the air-waves, or is it 
popularising them? Access broadcasting or dumbing 
down? 

Some years ago the first piece of real research into 
what the audience expected of religious broadcasting 
was undertaken for BBC Scotland. The research was 
conducted among people aged 35-45, all of whom said 
they were interested in spiritual issues, but who had no 
formal connection with any of the churches: the audience 
for whom most religious broadcasters try to make their 
programmes. The research showed a distinct aversion to 
anything which smacked of institutional religion, which 
in itself is not necessarily bad, but it also showed that this 
audience wanted from religious broadcasting whatever 
would enhance people’s personal happiness, provide the 
‘feel-good factor’ and increase their experience of personal 
well-being. 

There was no interest in programmes which explored 
issues of social justice, or in deep questions of life and 
death. When asked to comment on words which they 
rejected, they chose ‘suffering’, ‘God’, ‘mystery’, ‘belief‘, 
‘values’, csilencey. 

The challenge for religious broadcasting, but much 
more the challenge for the church today, is to find a way of 
talking about these themes without mentioning the words 
which make the audience switch off. 

I am not only a believer in public service broadcasting, 
1 am a believer in public service religious broadcasting. 
My reaction to this research was not to ask how we could 
provide this audience with what it wanted (which is the 
question I would certainly have been expected to ask in the 
days when John (now Lord) Birt was the BBC’s Director 
General) but rather to  ask what the style and content of 
programmes should be which would convince this a~dience 
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that there was more to life than personal experience, and 
more to religion than feelings of personal satisfaction, that 
concern for the other and the neighbour as a matter of 
social justice was something which should engage us all, 
and that questions of faith and life and death were worth 
exploring. 

I spoke about that research to two in-service training 
courses run by the Church of Scotland. The first was for 
ministers who had been ordained for seven to ten years. 
Their very strong, immediate reaction was to insist that 
the research was flawed, based I suspect on the ‘shoot the 
messenger’ school of responses. A couple of months later I 
spoke to a group of newly ordained ministers who accepted 
the research without question. I reflected afterwards that 
the difference in response between those who had been 
ordained longer and dismissed the research and those newly 
ordained who accepted it might have had to do with the 
closeness of those just ordained to the world outside the 
church. 

Much has been made recently of a vision of a ‘church 
without walls’, but if that slogan is to have any meaning 
whatsoever then those who are leaders in the church must 
begin to discover what people outside the walls think about, 
believe and aspire to in the sphere of religion. That is why, 
when I was involved as a producer of religious broadcasts 
in programmes which I hope were regarded as preaching 
(in the broadest sense) I was trying to make programmes 
which spoke to that audience, 

That involved abandoning church services as the 
primary form of religious broadcasting both on radio and 
in television. Whatever sort of religious communication 
is appropriate on radio and television it cannot be the 
conventional form of preaching from a pulpit. I believe 
that even more strongly than I did when I started working 
in religious broadcasting: then my conviction was based 
on the obvious fact that the number of people who could 
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make the imaginative leap from their kitchen to a church 
was diminishing, and no broadcaster wants to hitch their 
programme wagon to a plummeting audience. Now I 
believe it because I recognise the nature of the audience 
has changed in that it does not make the equation that 
the audience of the mid-twentieth century would have 
made between spiritual development and membership 
of the church. It is also true that the nature of religious 
broadcasting has changed too. In the 1950s and 19Gos, 
Ronnie Falconer could say without any embarrassment 
that ‘we’ (the BBC’s Religious Broadcasting Department) 
are the broadcasting arm of ‘the Church‘, and commit BBC 
resources to an evangelistic ‘Tell Scotland’ campaign. 

Let me offer several theological reflections on all of 
this, 

The first is that every revolution in communications 
has had a profound effect on both the form and the 
content of Christian faith. I began with what I learned 
about the alphabet and the formation of what we now 
recognise as ‘words’. The concept of a word, something 
which symbolised, encapsulated, demonstrated and 
described the nature of a reality by which human beings 
communicated with each other had a fundamental effect 
on religious ideas through the Hebrew dbr and the 
Greek Zogos, and was the outcome of this revolution in 
communication. 

Later on the copying of books so influenced the content 
of the Gospels that even today we are having to wrestle with 
issues caused by changes, errors, glosses and interpretative 
additions introduced to the transmission of the Gospels and 
which has not only bred a whole science of textual criticism 
but has influenced theological reflection. 

The first sermon class I ever attended was run by John 
O’Neill, who later became New Testament Professor in 
Edinburgh but then was teaching in Cambridge. I was asked 
to draft a sermon on Mark 3.28,29: ‘Truly 1 tell You, People 
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will be forgiven for their sins, and whatever blasphemies 
they utter, but whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit 
can never have forgiveness.’ 

Many years later, John O’Neill sent me an article he 
had written,’ arguing that the word ‘Holy’ (hagios) is 
an intrusion, inserted by a scribe who, when he read the 
original ‘anyone who blasphemes against this spirit’, for 
example, the spirit of forgiveness which Jesus has been 
speaking about, asked himself, ‘what spirit would that be?’ 
and answered his question ‘It must be the Holy Spirit’ and 
so wrote the word ‘Holy’ in the margin. In a later copy in 
the phrase ‘whoever blasphemes against “this” spirit’, the 
word ‘holy’ was included in the text instead of ‘this’. 

Many centuries later, communication was further trans- 
formed by Gutenberg’s invention of the printing press which 
made the Bible available to people in their own language and 
so contributed immensely to the transformation of theology 
and the fracturing of Christendom at the Reformation. 

In the last century there has been the broadcasting 
revolution: first radio and then television. Ronald Falconer 
actually recognised thirty years ago that they would have 
a profound effect on the Christian faith when he observed 
that ‘there is something about the nature of television which 
makes events larger than life, thus distorting the truth about 

In a symposium produced by the Centre for Theology 
and Public Issues at Edinburgh University, Derek Weber 
writes, ‘It is the technology of camera and screen, of 
microphone and receiver that separate speaker and hearer, 
that redirects attention from the real to the fantasy, from 
the important to the triviaP.3 

What radio and television did to the Christian gospel 
was to help transform it from indirect communication to 
direct communication. In the Mair Lectures4 in Glasgow 
University, I argued that Kierkegaard was right to say that 
‘whenever we turn Christianity into direct communication, 
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it is altogether destroyed. It becomes a superficial thing, 
capable neither of inflicting deep wounds nor of healing 
them.’ But television (and to some extent radio too) is 
always happier with direct communication and so, I believe, 
has contributed to the falsification of the Christianity which 
is offered to a mass audience. 

There have been, and still are, producers who recognise 
that if the language of religion has much more in common 
with the language of poetry than that of the journalist 
then the images they use to convey religious ideas have 
to be oblique, more evocative than literal, more often 
counterpoint than harmony, learning from the poet Emily 
Dickinson: 

Tell all the truth but tell it slant - 
Success in Circuit lies 
Too bright for our Infirm Delight 
The Truth’s superb surprise 
As lightning to the children eased 
With explanation kind 
The Truth must dazzle gradually 
Or every man be b1ind.s 

Too often, however, the nature of the media demands 
that instant truth be met with instant opinion, and so the 
gradual is dismissed and the complex reduced to direct 
communication in simple statements. 

One of the reasons why it is vital to see Christianity as 
‘indirect communication’ is that, despite the tendency of the 
broadcast media to gravitate towards the aggressively direct, 
it is possible (and as I have hinted, religious broadcasting 
is one of the few areas of broadcasting where it is still 
possible) to use an ambiguous, tangential approach to an 
area of interest or concern to explore the very themes which 
lie behind the words rejected by those in BBC Scotland’s 
research and so introduce them seductively, surreptitiously 
and subversively to the audience. 
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My next theological reflection follows on from that because 
it is possible to argue that it was not radio and television 
which turned Christianity into ‘direct communication’ 
but the Church’s preaching itself. At opposite ends of the 
theological spectrum, Rudolf Bultmann states in Kerygma 
and Myth that ‘The preacher in his sermons must not leave 
his hearer in any uncertainty as to what he requires them to 
believe to be true’,6 while Karl Barth famously declared that 
‘Preaching is the Word of God which he himself speaks’.7 

From what I have said about Christianity as indirect 
communication it will be clear that I take issue on this 
subject with both Bultmann and Barth. However, I suspect 
that a good number of ministers, who might not agree 
with the basic theological stance of either Barth or Bultmann, 
would nevertheless agree with them about preaching. 

In that case, I believe they have a problem. The world 
of text messaging does not like the message of the text 
to be communicated in certainties and propositions and 
convictions and beliefs which people have to accept. The 
world of text messaging wants to be able to argue with 
those who, as a famous prayer for broadcasters puts it, 
‘speak where many listen’. The audience which wants 
not just the news, but what the person with the mobile 
phone thinks about the news, does not want to hear the 
message of the text as binding. He or she wants to express 
an opinion about it or to hear what others have to say 
about it. The person on the mobile phone does not want 
to be left in any doubt as to the truth of what Bultmann’s 
preacher wants them to believe, or what Barth’s preacher 
says is the unquestionable Word of God, any more than he 
or she wants news to be presented in a form which denies 
both the right and the opportunity to comment on it. The 
presumed (or assumed) power of the broadcast journalist 
or the religious authority have been challenged. 

Let me return, briefly, to the Canaanite scribe who 
discovered that neither the hieroglyphics of Egypt nor the 
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cuneiform strokes of Babylon were able to represent his 
Canaanite language. The written languages of Egypt and 
Babylon were the preserve of the elite, of the power-systems 
represented by the gods and the kings. This Canaanite 
scribe in the alphabet he developed without vowels was 
implicitly rejecting that world of power and undermining 
the world of authority. I simply ask whether the vowel- 
less alphabet of text messaging, which began not in the 
world of power and authority which eventually embraced 
it but in a culture of youthful revolt might not be a similar 
rejection of the sort of authority systems of which religion 
has traditionally been one? 

A further theological reflection is to ask whether both in 
the life of the Church and in the life of Biblical scholarship 
there have been trends which are (depending on your point 
of view) either a response to all of this and an attempt to 
reach an accommodation with it, or else a trend which has 
accelerated the whole process. 

It is quite common today for ministers to form worship 
committees and to  engage in group construction of 
sermons. My suspicion is that this trend has contributed 
to the undermining of any sense of a specific role for the 
ordained ministry of word and sacrament which, in turn, 
is reflected in a good deal of the confused soul-searching 
there is about what ministers of religion are actually for. 
However, in the context of the subject of this chapter, I 
suspect that this trend is based on the premises that (a) 
everyone’s view of what a Bible passage means or is about 
is equally valid (which is the philosophy behind the use of 
emails and text messages in broadcasting) and that (b) Bible 
passages are fundamentally about whatever they mean to 
the individual reader. 

That is exactly the conviction behind what is now called 
‘reader-response criticism’ in literary studies in general and 
Biblical studies in particular. The Biblical scholar Margaret 
Davies writes, 
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According to this view, meaning is created by the reader 
construing the text. The potential of the writing is realised 
by the reader in making sense of words, phrases, sentences, 
paragraphs, and eventually the whole complex of the work, 
forging a comprehensive meaning from the parts.* 

There are some, like myself, who are still sufficiently 
conservative to regard the uncovering of a Gospel writer’s 
intention as not only possible but as integral to the way 
in which we hear Scripture speaking, who will be acutely 
suspicious of this trend; while others, like Margaret Davies, 
will see reader-response criticism as offering ‘refreshing 
vistas’ to interpreters of the Bible. 

My final theological reflection occurred to me when 
listening to Professor Elaine Graham at the ‘Netting 
Citizens’ conference. She said (see p. I 57 above), 

The impact of new technologies blurs many of the taken-for- 
granted categories of space, place and time; the boundaries 
of the body; the interface of machine and human. In the case 
of the Internet, it collapses physical difference, transcends 
national boundaries, reinvents conventions of text and 
reading, transforms human interactions into the flow 
of information, creates new artificial environments and 
machinic intelligences. This necessarily calls forth some 
radical rethinking of what it means to be human in an age 
some call the ‘posthuman’. 

Professor Graham argued that the posthuman age 
involves not just a quantitative change in humanity’s 
development, involving, for example, Jesus’ ignorance of 
the shape of the world or its place in the universe, which 
does not inherently undermine his essential humanity. 
This posthuman age involves a qualitative change to 
humanity’s essence. If that is so, then it raises a serious 
theological issue put starkly by Gregory of Nazianzus in 
the fourth century, when debate was raging over whether 
Christ was truly human, or whether, perhaps, he had a 
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divine soul: ‘That which he has not assumed, he has not 
healed’? In other words, only the true and full humanity 
of Christ is sufficient to provide a true and full salvation. 
But, if there is a qualitative change in the nature or 
essence of humanity as a result of the impact of new 
technologies, can traditional theological categories deal 
with a posthuman reality which is qualitatively different 
from the humanity assumed by the Son of God? 

Professor Graham makes the point that the new tech- 
nology ‘transforms interactions into the flow of infor- 
mation’: which brings me back to the central point of all 
my reflections, both as a broadcaster and a preacher, on 
the present situation. The world of text messaging, the 
world of information technology, is a world of informa- 
tion, and often of dogmatic assertion, whereas the language 
of religion is the world of engagement, of debate, of 
story, 

The staccato code of the text message is far removed 
from the discursive style of the storyteller. The typical 
assertiveness in the responses to the radio presenter’s 
invitation to send emails or text messages commenting 
on the news or a discussion about the news on a radio 
programme is very different from the narrator’s art. When 
religious discourse has been conducted in the language of 
slogans, it has been no different from the assertiveness of 
the text-message ‘discussion’, but when it has taken the 
form of engaged debate allowing for shifts of opinion and 
subtle changes of position it has become part of the story 
of ecclesiastical or doctrinal development. 

The form of news broadcasting which encourages 
listener-response assumes that what matters about truth is 
factual, verifiable information, the stuff of journalists who 
seek to discover the facts. Have we too readily assumed that 
public truth requires to be expressed in the form of the news 
broadcast and the coinage of the journalist? Is there a place 
for indirect communication and narrative in the arena of 
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public truth? Presumably Jesus of Nazareth thought so or he 
would not have adopted the parable as his principle means 
of communicating truth both privately and publicly. 

In an earlier conference organised by the Centre for 
Theology and Public Issues, Bishop Stephen Sykes pointed 
out that the National Health Service owed at least as much 
to Mrs Gaskell and Charles Dickens as it did to Aneurin 
Bevan and Lord Beveridge in that the novelists showed 
with such clarity the extent of poverty in the country and 
the inability of charity and philanthropy to combat it. 

It is, however, surprising to say the least to find how 
patronising those who have some responsibility to follow 
the methods of Jesus of Nazareth can be about the telling 
of stories. Recently I was invited to speak to a presbytery 
conference about communicating the gospel, I referred to 
the story and how powerful a story can be, One of the 
ministers said to me, ‘Of course stories are important in 
communicating Christian faith, but don’t we have to show 
that the faith is intellectually respectable as well’! 
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